
Melee: Lords of the Land 
 

The story: 
 The ides have come once 
again and the Lords of the Land 
have been summoned to the noble 
council.  An important vote is up, 
and the Lord who controls the 
most land by the end of the day 
will be able to control the vote.   
 
 Each Lord is seeking to 
control 11 territories or lands, 
which will give majority control 
over the vote and thus win the 
game. 
	

Getting Started 
Players roll the die (d6) to determine play 
order.  Highest roll goes first, and then 
players proceed taking turns in clockwise 
order.  
Each player chooses a color and a persona 
to play.  
The board is put together so that it forms a 
square path around the land.  There is no 
incorrect order to place the pieces in.   
Each player is given one letcher per ‘L’ value 
on his or her card.   
Each Player is also given a few of their 
color flags to use. 
The Encounter cards are shuffled and 
placed on the board.   
All player pieces start at the Town 
Exchange. 

 
 
 

The cards and Pieces 
Character Cards – These cards represent the 
player.  They possess one ability and four 
statistics.  These statistics are: 

W – Willpower 
L – Letcher 
O – Offense 
D – Defense 

Character Abilities are used as described on 
the text. 
Letcher Tokens – Round Coins 
Mercenaries – the reverse of Letcher coins, 
representing Mercs. 
Flags – Used to claim a territory. 
Encounters – these cards consist of instruct 
the player, they are:   
Player Quests – special goals for each player 
may have only one quest card at a time.  If 
an additional quest card is drawn, the 
player must choose and discard one of the 
quests.    
Table Quests – Special goals that, unlike 
player quests, play on the table so any 
player may benefit from them.  Only one may 
be in play at any time like Player Quests. 
Encounters – Cards that initiate combat 
with the player.  They may kill or stop a 
player. 
Items – Players may take into hand to use.  
Some augment a statistic.  A player may only 
have one augmented statistic of each type 
(W,L,O,D) in play at a time.  They must choose 
and discard or trade any items they cannot 
use. 
Events – Cards that have an immediate effect 
on the game, may affect multiple players. 
Danish Skull and Plague Ship – these special 
pieces are used by events as directed.   

 
 
 
 

The Game Board 
The game board is divided into territory 
spaces and special land spaces.  
Territory Lands – These lands make up the 
bulk of the spaces.  They are shield shaped 
and named. 
Tournaments – Any player landing on a 
Tournament space may choose any other 
player to bring to the tournament and do 
battle. 
Town Exchange – Players landing on this 
space receive Letcher equal to their ‘L’ value 
Desmoterion – Players landing here (but 
not sent by a card)	may pay 2 letcher to bail 
any character out and back into play on 
this space.    
Players sent here must roll d6 and place 
their piece on the wheel.  Each turn they 
move one space closer to freedom.  They may 
roll d6 each turn.  On an Even they move 
two spaces closer.  On a 6 they are freed 
next turn.  
Hall of Bells – Players landing on this space 
must pay a Land Tax of one Letcher per 
territory they claim. 
Filch’s Inn – Players landing on this space 
may pay one Letcher to place a 1/1 
mercenary on any territory they own.  Each 
additional letcher paid increases the power 
of the mercenaries.  (3 letcher = 3/3, etc) 
Resource Lands – Some territory lands have 
a horse cart symbol on them.  These are 
Resource lands, which are affected by some 
other cards. 
Waterfront Lands – Some territory lands 
have a water symbol on them.  These are 
Waterfront lands and are affected by some 
other cards 
The Desmoterion and Graveyard Wheels – 
There are two zones on the board with 
wheels numbered 1-6.  Players who die or are 
sent to the desmoterion will mark their 
remaining turns out of play on the 
appropriate wheel.   



Playing a Turn 
Once the game begins, the players take turns 
attempting to take as many territories as 
possible.   
All players start at the Town Exchange.   
 
The player who goes first rolls the die.  The 
result is the number of spaces clockwise that 
the player moves his piece.    
Players roll and move until they are killed, 
stopped or choose to stop.   
 
Moving and Spaces 
After landing on his space, the player must 
determine what to do.   
If he lands on a territory space, he may try 
to claim it.   
If he lands on a tournament space, he may 
pull one target player from their space to 
the tournament and do combat.   
If he lands on the Inn, Exchange, 
Desmoterion or Hall he will do as 
instructed above.  
The player may choose not to claim a 
territory; in that case he is simply stopped. 
 
Claiming a territory – A player who 
chooses to claim a territory she will now 
roll the die.  The result is the number of 
encounter cards she must face before she 
can place her flag.    
Each encounter card is faced one at a time.  
If the card does not kill or stop the player, 
she continues to draw cards until the die 
roll value is met.  If all encounters fail to 
kill or stop the player, she places her flag 
on the territory and is stopped.   
 
If another player has claimed a territory, a 
player may choose to challenge for it.  They 
roll as before, but must also face any 
mercenaries and / or players who are present 
on the space as well. 
Encounters > Mercenaries > Players 

Combat 
Each character has an offense and defense 
value.  When in combat, compare the ‘O’ and 
‘D’ values to determine the outcome. 
If O>D then that player kills the opponent. 
If O=D then the losing player must roll even 
on the d6 or they will die. 
One or both players could die in a combat.   
Some items will improve the O or D stats. 
 

Death and Return 
When either a player or an encounter kills 
a character, it is not the end for them.  The 
player moves his token to the graveyard 
wheel.   
He then rolls the D6 and subtracts his 
Willpower value to determine the number of 
turns he is dead.   
While Dead, each turn the character moves 
on the dial one space closer to returning to 
life.   Each turn he may roll a d6, if he rolls 
evens he will move two spaces closer.  If he 
rolls a 6, he will return next turn.  
Returning -  When the player returns, it not 
where he died, but according to this chart. 
1 – Return anywhere on the board, stopped. 
2 – return at Filch’s Inn. 
3 – Return at the Desmoterion. 
4 – Return at the Hall of bells. 
5 – Return at the Town Exchange. 
6 – Return anywhere on the board. 
 
 

 
 Winning the Game 

The first player to obtain 11 points will win 
the game.  Each territory claimed is worth 1 
point. 
Quests, character abilities and encounter 
cards may also award points as per text.  
If the game ends before 11 points are 
collected, the player closest to 11 wins.  
 

Game Timer 
The game is over when all of the encounter 
cards in the deck have been drawn.  This can 
be lengthened by shuffling discarded 
encounters and going through the deck a 
second time or more.  The more times you go 
through, the longer your game will be.   
 

Diplomacy 
Much of the game is the luck of the draw or 
the combative arts, however the lords of 
the Land are very diplomatic when they 
need to be.    
Players are encouraged to make deals and 
bargains with each other.  A player may 
agree not to attack another’s lands or to 
target a mutual enemy.   
Sometimes players like to trade item cards 
with each other.   
Maybe a bribe in Letcher coin is in order.  
The players are not bound to any 
agreements made in diplomacy, unless 
specifically mentioned on an encounter 
card or other card.  However, it is worth 
noting that betrayal will often result in 
mistrust and counteraction.   
 

Expansions and deck building 
Future expansion card sets are coming for 
Lords of the Land.  These expansions will 

add new rules and new encounters to the 
game as well as new characters to play.   

One of the special features will be the ability 
to add and remove cards from the 

encounter deck to make specific challenges.   
Keep checking your local game store that 
carries Melee products for these and more 

melee goodies, or go to  
www.meleeworld.org 

for our full line as they are released. 
Additionally there is an FAQ and Errata for 
any issues and questions that you may have.  

Thanks for Playing! 

http://www.meleeworld.org

